
Activity 1 
 

  

Module 
Title 

Improving Microsoft Office programs’ knowledge for 
businesses’ basic actions  

  

Activity Title Set up a MS Office Word template   

Indicative 
time  
  

40 min   

Objectives  
  

- To explain and show the importance of the 

professional look of all business documents 

- To show the advantage of using business templates 

- To train the participants how to create a basic 

document template  

  

 

 

 

Learning 
Outcome  
 

- Understand the meaning and importance of creating 
and using professional looking business templates and 
documents 

- Know the basic requisites of a professional business 
document. 

- Be able to create a basic business document template 

  

Description 
of the 
activity  
  

This activity can be used as a whole learning block or the different 
steps can be used separately.  
In the first part of the activity the trainer explains the difference 
and shows examples of professional looking and not professional 
looking business documents (offers, contracts, invoices etc). Each 
time asks the participants about their opinion and how they would 
react if they are the client/supplier/partner… and receive these 
documents.  
This first part of the activity could be used also for the ice-breaking 
part of the training. It could be more interactive if the participants 
play the roles by themselves. In this way they will experience how 
they really feel when offering a not professional prepared 
document to a customer for example. 
 
The second part of the activity is creating a basic professional 
template document – incl. logo, colors, header, footer, table, fonts, 
alignment etc. 

 .  

Methodology 
- steps  
  

To implement this activity, the facilitator should introduce 
the following steps:  
 
Phase 1 
 

 The trainer provides 7-8 examples with professional 

looking basic business documents. 

   

 



 The trainer shows to the participants the same 

documents with a different formatting (without logo, 

header, signature, not formatted etc.) and asks them 

for their opinion. 

 The trainer facilitates a role game where one of the 

participants is the business owner and another one is 

a client/business partner/investor … During the game 

the “business owners” use both type of documents. 

All role players share how they feel in their position 

and what they would like to be different. At the end 

the whole group gives proposals what needs to be 

improved.  

Phase 2 

 The trainer explains and shows the main requisites of 

a professional looking document (logo, brand colors, 

header, footer, addressing, formatting, fonts, 

alignment, greeting etc.) 

 Under the guidance of the trainer the participants 

create their own basic template 

 The trainer facilitates a discussion on the further use 

of this template in the whole business documentation 

of the participants.    

 

Materials 

Required for 

Activity 

 

- Pre-prepared examples of professional looking 
business documents (digital or printed) 

- The same materials with a not professional look and 
formatting  

  

Resources-
Tools 

- Computer with MS Word for each participant and the 
trainer 

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Activity 2 
 
 

Module 
Title 

Improving Microsoft Office programs’ knowledge for 
businesses’ basic actions  

  

Activity Title Create a basic spreadsheet and chart in MS Excel   

Indicative 
time  
  

15 min   

Objectives  
  

- To experience the benefits which digital data analysis 
gives 

- To gain basic skills in structuring and analyzing data 
- To gain basic skills in creating MS Excel spreadsheets 

  

 

 

 

Learning 
Outcome  
 

- Understand the meaning and importance of data 
analysis for a small business owner 

- Be able to create a basic spreadsheet and chart 

  

Description 
of the 
activity  
  

During this activity the students will create a basic 
spreadsheet with sales data, a chart based on this 
spreadsheet and will try to analyse the results. 
This activity can be used also in a self-learning mode. 

 .  

Methodology 
- steps  
  

To implement this activity, the facilitator should introduce 
the following steps:  
 

 The trainer asks the participants to think about their 

business/idea and identify 5 different 

products/services, each with a different price. 

 The trainer asks the participants to make a report 

(sales report) or a prediction (business planning) for 

the sales of each product/service for a period of 1-6 

months. 

 The trainer shows step by step how to create a 

spreadsheet with a specific data range (sales). During 

this step the participants train to: 

o create and name a spreadsheet,  

   

 



o format a document with a title, subtitle, 

column titles,  

o format different columns – number, date, text, 

currency 

o use formulas (income, total sales, total 

income) 

 The participants create (insert) a chart based on the 

data range and try to analyse this chart.   

 

Materials 

Required for 

Activity 

 

   

Resources-
Tools 

- Computer with MS Excel for each participant and the 
trainer 

  

 
 
Activity 3 
 

Module 
Title 

Improving Microsoft Office programs’ knowledge for 
businesses’ basic actions  

  

Activity 
Title 

Prepare a basic MS PowerPoint presentation template   

Indicative 
time  
  

30 min   

Objectives  
  

- To explain and show the importance of the 
professional look of a presentation 

- To show the advantage of using business templates 
- To train the participants how to create a presentation 

template  

  

 

 

 

Learning 
Outcome  
 

- Understand the meaning and importance of creating 
and using professional looking business templates and 
presentations 

- Be able to create a business presentation template 

  

Description 
of the 
activity  
  

In this activity the trainer explains the difference and shows 
examples of professional looking and not professional looking 
business presentations for different purposes (product, 
mission and vision of the company, sales etc). Each time asks 
the participants about their opinion and how they would 

 .  



react if they are the client/investor/partner… and see this 
presentation.  
This first part of the activity could be used also for the ice-
breaking part of the training. It could be more interactive if 
the participants play the roles by themselves. In this way they 
will experience how they really feel when offering a not 
professional prepared presentation to a customer or an 
investor for example. 
 
The second part of the activity is creating a basic professional 
presentation template – incl. logo, colors, design, title slide, 
content slide, slide with an image/chart. 

Methodology 
- steps  
  

To implement this activity, the facilitator should introduce 
the following steps:  
 
Phase 1 
 

 The trainer provides 2-3 examples with professional 

looking business presentations. 

 The trainer shows to the participants the same 

presentations with a different formatting (without 

logo, title, with too much text, not formatted etc.) and 

asks them for their opinion. 

 The trainer facilitates a role game where one of the 

participants is the business owner, presenting 

products/services/business ideas and another one is a 

client/business partner/investor … During the game 

the “business owners” use both type of presentations. 

All role players share how they feel in their position 

and what they would like to be different. At the end 

the whole group gives proposals what needs to be 

improved.  

Phase 2 

 The trainer explains and shows the main types of 

slides and requisites for a professional looking 

presentation (logo, brand colors, design, fonts, 

alignment, title slide, product slide etc.) 

   

 



 Under the guidance of the trainer the participants 

create their own basic presentation and save it as a 

template 

 The trainer facilitates a discussion on the further use 

of this template for different purposes in the 

participant`s business.    

 

Materials 

Required for 

Activity 

 

- Pre-prepared examples of professional looking 
business presentations 

- The same presentations with a not professional look 
and formatting  

  

Resources-
Tools 

- Computer with MS PowerPoint for each participant and the 
trainer 

  

 


